
Routing for Beginners by Harry (aka Harrysin) 

Lesson Two 

http://www.routerforums.com/guide-bushings-templates/21412-routing-tutorial-beginners-2-
a.html 

This is another coin tray but rather different to the first one particularly because I have attempted 
to make it "the American" way, using Imperial measurements throughout. I must stress that none 
of the measurements are critical. First of all decide what internal diameter you want the coin tray 
to be,, next, choose a template guide, the bigger the better, now decide on a suitable cutter and 
use this simple formula to calculate the size of hole in the template: guide diameter minus cutter 
diameter plus the diameter of the inside of the coin tray. The only possible difficulty that I can 
envisage is size of the cutter for routing the outside of the tray, to do this, diameter of the guide, 
minus diameter of the cutter divided by two, the answer gives you the thickness of the wall. 
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By this stage not only was my mind in a twirl because of the effort needed to keep to Imperial 
measurements, you guys and gals have a great treat in store when you eventually go fully metric, 
but using such a small template guide with such limited visibility was hard work, this is 
something else that you can look forward to, BIG guides and routers to take them. 
The felt and cord are available here from handicraft stores. I can't think of anything else that 
requires further explanation but feel free to ask if you find there is ANYTHING at all that isn't 
clear. The final shot compares the two coin trays. 
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